
RBY Technical Suit Guidelines 2015-2016 

 

RBY Technical Suit Guidelines  -  Senior level swimmers are expected to wear a tech suit.  Junior level 

swimmers are NOT expected to wear a tech suit but may do so if they wish. 

RBY swimmers are only allowed to compete in Speedo brand tech suits in solid black.   

Swimmers who appear on the pool deck of a competition wearing an incorrect suit will NOT be allowed 

to compete until they change into the correct suit for that meet. 

 

- Tech suits are ONLY to be worn at the following meets: * 

o Holiday Classic or other championship meet at end of December 

o YMCA Bronze Championships 

o YMCA Silver Championships  

o YMCA State Championships 

o USA Swimming Silver/Bronze Championships 

o JO’s  

o Nationals   

 

*High School Swim Meets:  High School swimmers are NOT allowed to compete in tech suits at any high 

school meet unless approved by the coaching staff. 

 

Here is some information about Speedo tech suits.  Should you chose to buy one we highly recommend 

that you go to the SportSpot and try on the suit before purchasing one; they can help you find the 

proper size.  You can also check out detailed information at www.speedousa.com 

Speedo Lzr Racer X-Suggested suit for National team members.  Suit is solid black with distinctive 

colorful stripe wrapping up side.   

Speedo Lzr Elite 2 - Suit is black and does not have visible stitching.  Team color for this suit is solid 

black. 

Speedo Lzr Pro – Suit is black with visible stitching.   

Speedo Lzr Pro –  Not a kneeskin.  Suit is black with visible stitching. 

Speedo Aquablades – Not a kneeskin.  Suit is black with vertical stripes. 

Speedo PowerPlus Kneeskin – for girls, suit is solid black, less expensive alternative 

Speedo Fastskin 2-not a kneeskin, less expensive alternative, nicknamed “sharkskin” (black and gray) 

 

 


